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Abstract
For a fan ∆, we introduce Grothendieck weights as a ring of functions from
∆ to Z that form a K-theoretic analogue of Minkowski weights and describe
the operational K-theory of a complete toric variety. We give an explicit
balancing condition and product formula for these weights, and describe re-
lationships with other fan-based invariants. Applications are given to vector
bundles on a toric surface, and to the calculation of Euler characteristics on
scho¨n subvarieties.
Introduction
The operational Chow ring of an algebraic variety X is a way of extending the
classical Chow ring of cycles modulo rational equivalence to singular varieties. We
restrict to the case when X is toric, in which case X is equivalent to the data of
a rational polyhedral fan ∆. In [FS], Fulton and Sturmfels showed that when X
is complete the operational Chow ring A˚pXq is isomorphic to a ring of balanced
Z-valued functions on ∆ with a “displacement rule” for calculating products, which
they called Minkowski weights. It is natural to wonder if there is a similar story
for K-theory. If one considers the Grothendieck ring of vector bundles K˝pXq, the
answer is no: [G] showed that this ring can be extremely large when X is a simplicial
toric threefold. This precludes for example any description in terms of Z-valued
functions on ∆.
Instead, we consider the operationalK-theory ring opK˝pXq defined by Anderson
and Payne in [AP]. This ring is isomorphic to K˝pXq when X is smooth, but may
be thought of as a better-behaved alternative when X is singular. We show that
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opK˝pXq is isomorphic to another ring of Z-valued functions on ∆, which we call
Grothendieck weights. These functions are also balanced in a sense that can be stated
via Ehrhart theory, e.g. Proposition 3.2. Our primary goal here is to study properties
of these weights.
Our secondary goal is to connect Grothendieck weights to tropical geometry.
There, one starts with a valued field K and a subvariety Y inside pK˚qn, and obtains
a subset of Rn which is the support of a rational polyhedral complex TroppY q. Let us
fix K “ C with the trivial valuation for simplicity, in which case TroppY q is simply
the support of a rational polyhedral fan. By Tevelev’s theorem [Te], the closure of Y
in a toric variety Xp∆q partially compactifying pC˚qn is proper precisely when the
fan ∆ contains TroppY q. If Y is scho¨n, then one may additionally define a function
fY from the cones of ∆ to Z which remembers intersection-theoretic properties of
Y (see e.g. [Mi, AR, K]), and is a Minkowski weight. The methods of tropical
intersection theory explain how one can use the function fY to compute intersection
numbers of divisors on Y . This has been carried out in many contexts, for example
by Kerber and Markwig in [KM] to compute intersection numbers of Psi classes on
M 0,n. Here, we will define a function gY from ∆ to Z which remembers K-theoretic
properties of Y . This function will be balanced, but in the sense of Grothendieck
weights rather than Minkowski weights.
Since X is toric, the dual of K˝pXq is a ring, by Proposition 2.3. We de-
velop the ring of Grothendieck weights in Section 3 to describe this ring. For
Minkowski weights, the balancing condition comes from relations between funda-
mental classes of T -invariant subvarieties in A˚pXq, and analogously the balancing
condition for Grothendieck weights will come from relations between the classes of
structure sheaves of T -invariant subvarieties K˝pXq. However, determining these
relations directly is equivalent to a problem in Ehrhart theory which seems fairly
difficult, see Proposition 3.2.
WhenX is complete and toric, the operational K-theory ring opK˝pXq introduced
in [AP] coincides with the dual ofK˝pXq, see [AP, Theorem 1.3]. Thus, simply due to
general properties of operational K-theory, one obtains maps between Grothendieck
weights and other well-known invariants of toric fans, namely Minkowski weights and
piecewise exponential functions on ∆.
Our main results on Grothendieck weights are:
• a “balancing condition” characterization of Grothendieck weights, based on
an explicit Riemann-Roch matrix we compute using previous work of [PT]
(Theorem 3.8);
• a displacement rule for products of Grothendieck weights (Theorem 4.1);
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• expressions for the maps to Grothendieck weights in the complete case (Section
5);
• an explicit computation demonstrating that there exists a complete toric sur-
face such that the natural map K˝T pXq Ñ K
˝pXq is not surjective (Corollary
5.6).
With these properties of Grothendieck weights established we return in the last
section to the tropical context to demonstrate that it is possible to use gY and our
explicit formulae for these maps to compute classical Euler characteristics of line
bundles or more generally coherent sheaves on a scho¨n subvariety Y . To that end,
we describe an example computation on M 0,n.
Notation and Conventions
We establish our notation and conventions regarding toric varieties–generally we
follow [F93]. By toric variety we mean a normal variety with a pC˚qn-action, such
that there is a dense orbit isomorphic to pC˚qn. We write T for pC˚qn, and writeM for
the character lattice Homalg.gp.pT,C
˚q and N –M_ for the lattice of one parameter
subgroups Homalg.gp.pC
˚, T q. As is well-known, X corresponds to a polyhedral fan
∆, which is a finite set of strongly convex rational polyhedral cones in N , such that
for α P ∆, any face of α is also in ∆, and for any two cones α and β in ∆, the
intersection αX β is a face of both α and β. A fan is a poset under inclusion, so we
write α ă β for α Ă β to emphasize this. If α ň β and α is maximal among all cones
contained in β, we write α ă¨ β. The set of codimension-k cones in ∆ we denote
by ∆pkq. We use ρ exclusively for rays (1-dimensional cones) and σ exclusively for
top-dimensional cones.
There is an order reversing bijection between the T -orbits of X and cones in
∆. We write Oα for the T -orbit corresponding to α, and denote its closure by
V pαq. In fact, V pαq is also a toric variety, with torus Tα the quotient of T by the
stabilizer of an element of Oα. The character lattice for Tα is Mα “ α
K Ă M , and
Nα “ N{Z ¨ α – M
_
α is the lattice of one parameter subgroups of Tα. We use x, y
to denote the pairing beween Mα and Nα. When α ă β, the image of β in Nα is a
cone which we denote β. If α ă¨ β, β is a ray, whose primitive generator we denote
by nβ,α, or nβ if α “ t0u.
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2 Background and generalities on Grothendieck
groups and operational K-theory
The Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on an algebraic variety X is denoted by
K˝pXq. It is generated by classes rF s for each isomorphism class of coherent sheaves,
between which one has the relations rF s “ rG s ` rH s for each exact sequence
0 Ñ G Ñ F Ñ H Ñ 0. There are functorial maps f˚rF s “
ř
ip´1q
irRif˚pF qs
(resp. f˚rF s “ rf˚F s) for proper (resp. flat) morphisms f : Y Ñ X .
In K-theory the Ku¨nneth isomorphism does not hold in general. However, An-
derson and Payne show in [AP, Proposition 6.4] that for X toric or more generally
a linear variety in the sense of [To], it is true:
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a linear variety, and Y an arbitrary variety. The natural
map K˝pXq bZ K˝pY q Ñ K˝pX ˆ Y q is an isomorphism.
In what follows, we only consider tensor products of K-groups or their duals over
Z, so we omit the subscript. This theorem allows us to define a bilinear product on
K˝pXq
_ :“ HomZpK˝pXq,Zq for X any linear variety. Namely, let δ˚ : K˝pXq Ñ
K˝pX ˆXq – K˝pXq bK˝pXq be pushforward along the diagonal map. Then there
is an induced map δ˚ : K˝pXq
_ bK˝pXq
_ Ñ K˝pXq
_.
Definition 2.2.Let c, d P K˝pXq
_. Set c ¨ d :“ δ˚pcb dq.
In simple terms, if δ˚pzq “
ř
i ai b bi, then pc ¨ dqpzq “
ř
i cpaiqdpbiq. Then it
follows:
Proposition 2.3. For X an arbitrary linear variety, K˝pXq
_ is a commutative ring.
Proof: The bilinear product defined is symmetric, since δ is equal to its com-
position with the involution on X ˆ X . The product is also associative, since
pδ ˆ idq ˝ δ “ pidˆ δq ˝ δ, so dually δ˚ ˝ pδ˚ ˆ id˚q “ δ˚ ˝ pid˚ ˆ δ˚q.
Now, we verify that when X is complete, the product we have defined on K˝pXq
_
is compatible with the one on operational K-theory. An element in opK˝pXq is a
collection pcf qf of endomorphisms of K˝pY q for each f : Y Ñ X . The collection
pcfqf must be compatible, in the sense that the maps must commute with proper
pushforwards, flat pullbacks, and Gysin homomorphisms. Addition is defined by
pcfqf ` pdfqf “ pcf ` dfqf , and the product, denoted c Y d, is similarly given by
pcfqf ¨ pdfqf “ pcf ˝ dfqf . Amazingly, the product is commutative if X admits a
resolution of singularities by applying the Kimura sequence of [AP], though when X
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is a complete linear variety it can also be deduced from the next proposition. We use
the following shorthand: when there is a map f : Y Ñ X , and elements z P K˝pY q
and c P opK˝pXq, we drop the subscript f and write c X z for cfpzq when it does
not cause confusion. When X is complete, one may define a map from opK˝pXq to
K˝pXq
_ sending pcf qf to χpcIdp´qq. This map is an isomorphism if X is also toric.
For further details, see [AP, Definition 4.1, Theorem 6.1].
Now, the main point of this section is the following, which is a K-theoretic ana-
logue of [FMSS, Theorem 4]:
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a complete linear variety and let δ : X Ñ X ˆX be the
diagonal map. Given an expression δ˚pzq “
ř
imiai b bi with mi P Q, the product of
classes c and d in opK˝pXq evaluated on z satisfies:
χppcY dq X zq “
ÿ
i
miχpcpaiqqχpdpbiqq.
Proof: For any morphism f : Y Ñ X , c P opK˝pXq, and z P K˝pY q, the identity
(*) f˚cX z “
ÿ
χpcX uiqvi,
holds, where γf is the graph of f and pγfq˚pzq “
ř
ui b vi P K˝pXq b K˝pY q. To
prove this, let π1 and π2 be the projections from X ˆ Y to X and Y . Then, one has
the identities π2 ˝ γf “ idY , π1 ˝ γf “ f . Also, operational classes commute with
proper pushfoward, so we have
f˚c X z “ pidY q˚pf
˚cX zq “ pπ2q˚pγfq˚pγ
˚
fπ
˚
1
cX zq “ pπ2q˚pπ
˚
1
cX pγfq˚pzqq.
Substituting in our expression for pγfq˚pzq and using the fact that flat pull-back and
operational classes commute, we have
pπ2q˚pπ
˚
1
cX pγfq˚pzqq “ pπ2q˚pπ
˚
1
cX
ÿ
ui b viq “ pπ2q˚p
ÿ
pcX uiq b viq,
and finally
pπ2q˚p
ÿ
pcX uiq b viq “
ÿ
pπ2q˚pcX uiq b vi “
ÿ
χpcX uiqvi,
since higher direct images commute with flat pull-back.
Then, in the context of the proposition we apply (*) in the case that f “ δ. Since
d “ δ˚pidb dq, we obtain
pcY dq X z “ cX pdX
ÿ
i
miai b biq “ c X p
ÿ
i
miχpdpbiqqaiq “
ÿ
i
miχpdpbiqqcpaiq,
to which we apply χ to obtain the proposition.
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Remark 2.5.The results of this section apply mutatis mutandis when one replaces
• K˝pXq
_ with E˚pXq
_ :“ HomE˚pptqpE˚pXq, E˚pptqq for E˚p´q a “refined ori-
ented Borel-Moore functor” with a Ku¨nneth isomorphism for some class of
varieties, and
• opK˝p´q with the operational theory corresponding to E˚p´q.
When X is linear, by results of [FMSS, FM, To] this includes the pair pA˚pXqq
_
and A˚pXq where A˚pXq is the Chow group. If we impose further that X is toric
this includes algebraic cobordism and its operational theory, for which the Ku¨nneth
isomorphism was shown in [A], and the operational theory was developed in [GK].
3 K-theoretic balancing
The definition of Grothendieck weights is quite simple:
Definition 3.1.Let GWp∆q be defined as the image of the map from K˝pXq
_ to
Z∆, which sends c to the function sending α P ∆ to cprOV pαqsq.
The map fromK˝pXq
_ to Z∆ is injective since the classes rOV pαqs generateK˝pXq,
so GWp∆q andK˝pXq
_ are isomorphic as abelian groups. Since we showed in Section
2 that if X is linear then K˝pXq
_ is a ring, one can certainly pull back the ring
structure to GWp∆q. We would like to consider now how to characterize GWp∆q
inside Z∆, and whether it is possible to give a displacement rule for products in
GWp∆q like the one for Minkowski weights.
We start with the observation that characterizing GWp∆q inside Z∆ is equivalent
to a statement in Ehrhart theory when ∆ is projective and simplicial. Let us intro-
duce some notation: If P is a lattice polytope with normal fan ∆, we write P K ∆.
If P K ∆, and F is a face of P , let LpF, tq be the Ehrhart polynomial of F . Recall
that there is a containment-reversing correspondence between the cones of ∆ and
the faces of P . For α P ∆, let the corresponding face of P be denoted Fα.
Proposition 3.2. Let ∆ be a projective simplicial fan and X the corresponding toric
variety. Let φP : Q
∆ Ñ Qrts be the map sending the tuple paαq to
ř
αP∆ aαLpFα, tq.
Let ψ : Q∆ Ñ K˝pXqQ be the map sending eα to rOV pαqs. Then,
kerpψq “
č
PK∆
kerpφP q
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Proof: The “Ă” direction is a translation of the well-known vanishing of higher
cohomology for ample line bundles on toric varieties: let
ř
αP∆ aαrOV pαqs “ 0 in
K˝pXqQ, and for P any lattice polytope with normal fan ∆ let Lt0P , t0 P Zě0 be the
ample line bundle that corresponds to the t0-th dilate. Then
0 “ χprLt0P s ¨ p
ÿ
αP∆
aαrOV pαqsqq “
ÿ
αP∆
aαχprLt0P |V pαqsq “
ÿ
αP∆
aαLpFα, t0q.
Thus the polynomial
ř
αP∆ aαLpP, tq has infinitely many roots, and so must be 0.
Now we verify the other direction: Suppose, for any polytope P , that
ř
αP∆ aαLpFα, tq “
0. Translating to geometry, this states (when t “ 1) that
0 “
ÿ
αP∆
aαχpLP |V pαqq “ χp
˜ÿ
αP∆
aαrOV pαqs
¸
¨ rLP sq.
Then, the result follows from the lemma:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose ∆ is a simplicial projective fan. If χpx ¨ rLP sq is 0 for all P
with normal fan ∆, then x “ 0 P K˝pXqQ.
Proof: To avoid clutter, we assume all Chow and K-groups and their duals are
tensored with Q. When X is projective it is well-known that ample divisors generate
the space of divisors up to numerical equivalence NSpXq (which is the same as
An´1pXq if X is toric). Additionally, on a complete toric variety A
˚pXq – A˚pXq
_
via cÑ degpcX´q, by [FMSS, Theorem 3]. Thus, if for all c P A˚pXq, degpcX yq “
0, then y must be zero. Since X is simplicial, A˚pXq is generated as an algebra
by chern classes of T -equivariant divisors, which are in turn generated as a group
by T -equivariant ample line bundles. Thus, A˚pXq is generated over Q by 1 and
monomials in c1pLP q for P a polytope. Equivalently, A
˚pXq is generated by 1 and
1` c1pLP q “ chpLP q for ch : K
˝pXq Ñ A˚pXq the Chern character map. Since ch is
a ring homomorphism, chpLP q chpLQq “ chpLP bLQq. But LP bLQ “ LP`Q “ LP 1.
Thus, y is zero if degpyq “ 0 and
degpchpLP q X yq “ 0,
for all P . By Riemann-Roch for algebraic schemes as in [F98, Chapter 18],
degpchpLP q X yq “ degpτXpLP b τ
´1
X pyqqq “ χpLP b τ
´1
X pyqq.
Since τX is an isomorphism between K˝pXq and A˚pXq, the lemma and proposition
are proved.
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Returning to the question of a balancing condition, Proposition 3.2 indicates
that directly finding a simple set of generators for kerpψq (equivalently a combina-
torial characterization for Grothendieck weights) may be difficult, in comparison to
the situation for MW˚p∆q. However, using the Riemann-Roch transformation gives
us an avenue to use balancing conditions for Minkowski weights to give ones for
Grothendieck weights. Recall that this is a map τX : K˝pXq Ñ A˚pXqQ, which is an
isomorphism after tensoring K˝pXq with Q. The map commutes with proper push-
forwards, and for a vector bundle E, there is the equality τXprEsq “ chpEq ¨ tdpXq.
For more details regarding the Todd class of singular varieties and this version of the
Riemann-Roch theorem, see [F98, Chapter 18].
For the sake of explicitness, we first impose that ∆ be simplicial. In this case
Pommersheim and Thomas introduced certain rational numbers tαρ for each cone α
and ray ρ such that ρ Ă α, which depend on the choice of a generic complete flag F‚
in NQ – see [PT].
Definition 3.4.Let F‚ be a generic complete flag in NQ, so Fi is an i-dimensional
subspace of NQ. Given α P ∆ of dimension k, let the primitive elements of the
rays of α be ρ1, . . . , ρk. Then, by genericity, Fn´k`1 XQ ¨ α is 1-dimensional, and so
determines a vector (unique up to scaling):
0 ‰
kÿ
i“1
tαρiρi P Fn´k`1 XQ ¨ α,
We only consider generic F‚ such that all t
α
ρ are non-zero.
Using these numbers, we have the following proposition. We will refer to the 0-th
degree piece of a formal Laurent series fpt1, . . . , fkq by fpt1, . . . , fkqr0s.
Proposition 3.5. For X a simplicial toric variety, the Riemann-Roch transforma-
tion has the form
τXprOV pαqsq “
ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
α
ρ
‚˛
r0s
¨
rV pβqs
multpβq
.
Proof: For α “ t0u, this is the formula for the Todd class of X given in [P, PT].
We outline the approach in [PT]: by Theorem 3, one has an explicit formula for
monomials in the T -invariant divisors rV pρqs. Let S be some subset of rays in ∆,
and for a cone α, let Pα be the set of rays in α. For ρ P S, let aρ be some positive
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integers such that
ř
ρPS aρ “ l. Thenź
ρPS
rV pρqsaρ “
ÿ
αP∆pn´lq
SĂPα
ś
ρPSpt
α
ρ q
aρ´1
multpαq ¨
ś
ρPPαzS
tαρ
rV pαqs.
Notice that both the numerator and denominator of each coefficient have degree
l´|S|, so the coefficients themselves are well-defined provided that tαρ ‰ 0. Applying
this to the well-known generating series (which seems originally due to [BV]) for the
Todd class of a toric variety, one obtains the theorem in the case of α “ t0u.
For α P ∆ arbitrary, consider the images of F1, F2, . . . , Fn´dimpαq in Nα :“ N{Z¨α,
which is a complete flag (generically). If β contains α, the rays of β the image of β in
Nα are merely the images of rays not contained in α. Thus, if ρ1, . . . , ρdimpαq, . . . , ρk
are the rays of β, such that first dimpαq are in α, then the unique vector in Fn´k`1XQ¨
β is the image of the unique vector in Fn´k`1XQ¨β, i.e.
řk
i“1 t
β
ρiρi “
řk
i“dimpαq`1 t
β
ρi
ρi.
Thus tβρi “ t
β
ρi
, for i from dimpαq ` 1 to k. By apply the case of α “ t0u to the
quotient fan, we obtain that τV pαqprOV pβqsq “
ř
αăβ
´ś
ρPβzα
1
1´e´t
α
ρ
¯
r0s
¨ rV pβqs
multpβq
. Since
the Riemann-Roch transformation commutes with proper pushforward, one finally
obtains the proposition.
Example 3.6.We use this proposition to calculate the Riemann-Roch matrix of
a weighted projective space X :“ Pp1, x, y, zq. Recall that the fan of X has rays
ρ1 “ p1, 0, 0q, ρ2 “ p0, 1, 0q, ρ3 “ p0, 0, 1q, and ρ4 “ p´x,´y,´zq. The maximal
cones are those generated by 3-element subsets of tρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4u. If our flag in Q
3 is
is given by
t0u Ĺ spantpa, b, cqu Ĺ spantpa, b, cq, pd, e, fqu Ĺ Q3,
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then we have the table of expressions for tαρ :
Cone pαq Ray pρq tαρ
σ123 ρ1 a
ρ2 b
ρ3 c
σ124 ρ1 a´ cx{z
ρ2 b´ cy{z
ρ4 ´c{z
σ134 ρ1 a ´ bx{y
ρ3 c´ bz{y
ρ4 ´b{y
σ234 ρ2 b´ ay{x
ρ3 c´ az{x
ρ4 ´a{x
α12 ρ1 af ´ cd
ρ2 bf ´ ce
α13 ρ1 ae ´ bd
ρ3 ce ´ bf
α14 ρ1 zpae ´ bdq ` ypcd´ afq ` xpbf ´ ceq
ρ4 bf ´ ce
α23 ρ2 bd ´ ae
ρ3 af ´ cd
α24 ρ2 ´pzpae ´ bdq ` ypcd´ afq ` xpbf ´ ceqq
ρ4 af ´ cd
α34 ρ3 zpae ´ bdq ` ypcd´ afq ` xpbf ´ ceq
ρ4 ae ´ bd
ρ ρ 1
After calculating these tαρ , one can write the Todd class of each subvariety in a uni-
form way as rational functions in these expressions. The column vector corresponding
to the image of rOXs is on the last page. For the flag specified by pa, b, cq “ p1, 2, 3q,
pd, e, fq “ p2, 3, 5q, one obtains the Riemann-Roch matrix displayed on page 12.
Then, the coefficients of the inverse matrix to this Riemann-Roch matrix will be
present in our list of relations characterizing Grothendieck weights. In computation
of examples, one may choose to calculate the coefficients of τX for a specific flag and
simply use a computer to invert the matrix.
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Definition 3.7.Let ναpβq refer to pα, βq-th entry of the inverse of τX , viewed as a
matrix from Q∆ to itself, so τ´1X prV pαqsq “
ř
αăβ ναpβqrOV pβqs. Explicitly, using the
tαρ as defined in 3.4, we define
ναpβq “
ÿ
α“α0ňα1
ň...ňαk“β
p´1qk
¨˚
˝ kź
l“1
´ś
ρPαlzαl´1
1
1´e´t
αl
ρ
¯
r0s
multpαlq
‹˛‚rOV pβqs.
Finally, we can prove:
Theorem 3.8. For ∆ a simplicial fan, a function g : ∆ Ñ Z is a Grothendieck
weight if and only if it satisfiesÿ
αă¨β
xu, nβ,αy
ÿ
βăγ
νβpγqgpγq “ 0,
for all α P ∆, u PMpαq.
Proof: The result [FS, Proposition 2.1] says that the expressions
ř
αă¨βxu, nβ,αyrV pβqs
generate the kernel of the map Z∆ Ñ A˚pXq sending eα to rV pαqs. One thus has an
isomorphism of exact sequences:
0 RelKQ Q
∆ K˝pXqQ 0
0 RelAQ Q
∆ A˚pXqQ 0.
where the map on the right is τX , and the middle and left maps are given by sending
eα to
ř
αăβ
ˆś
ρPβzα
1
1´e´t
β
ρ
˙
r0s
¨eβ. The inverse image of
ř
αă¨βxu, nβ,αyrV pβqs P RelA
is
ř
αă¨βxu, nβ,αy
ř
βăγ νβpγqrOV pγqs, so such relations generate RelKQ , and appropri-
ate multiples of these relations generate a finite index subgroup of RelK . Dually,
K˝pXq
_ must then consist of linear forms sending such expressions to 0, which implies
that the relations in the theorem statement characterize Grothendieck weights.
The following remark explains how one can approach non-simplicial fans. It
follows directly from Lemma 6.2, which we have kept in the last section on tropical
geometry due to its relevance there.
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¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1{2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1{2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1{2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1{2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
´3{4 1{2 1{2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5{4 1{2 0 1{2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
4
` 1
2
px` y ` 1
x`y´z
´ zq 1{2 0 0 1{2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
´3{4 0 1{2 1{2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
4
` 1
2
px` y ´ z ´ 1
´x´y`z
q 0 1{2 0 1{2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1
4
` 1
2
p´x´ y ´ 1
x`y´z
` zq 0 0 1{2 1{2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
11
24
4
3
23
12
3{2 0 1{2 1{2 0 1{2 0 0 1 0 0 0
´ p1`x`y´zqp9px`y`xyq´3p3`2x`yqz`2z
2q
24p3y´2zqp´3x`zq
1
12
p3` 6y ` 18
3y´2z
´ 4zq 1
12
p3` 6x´ 2z ´ 18
´3x`z
q 0 3
4
p2´ 2p´2x`yq
´3x`z
` ´2x`y
´3y`2z
q 1{2 0 1{2 0 1{2 0 0 1 0 0
p1`x´2y`zqp6xy´4z´4xp1`zq`yp8´3y`2zqq
24p2x´yqp3y´2zq
1
4
´ 3
4
` z
2
` 1
´3y`2z
0 1
4
p1` 2x´ y ´ 4
´2x`yq
1
4
` ´2x
2`2xy´5y2`6yz´2z2
p2x´yqp3y´2zq
0 1{2 1{2 0 0 1{2 0 0 1 0
´ p´1`5x´y´zqp6x
2`y`z`yz´xp5`3y`2zqq
24p2x´yqp3x´zq
0 1
4
p1´ 6x` 2z ` 2
´3x`z
q 1
4
p1´ 4x` 2y ` 2
´2x`y
q 1
4
` 13x
2´4xy`y2´6xz`z2
12x2´6xy´4xz`2yz
0 0 0 1{2 1{2 1{2 0 0 0 1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
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Lemma 3.9. Let ∆1 be an arbitrary fan and ∆ a simplicial refinement. Then g :
∆1 Ñ Z is a Grothendieck weight if and only if the function on ∆ determined by
α Ñ gpα1q for α1 the smallest cone in ∆1 containing α is a Grothendieck weight on
∆.
Remark 3.10.We could have used a different set of generators for the Grothendieck
group in our definition of Grothendieck weights, e.g. ideal sheaves or canonical
sheaves of invariant subvarieties. However, the problem of combinatorially describing
the relations between these classes seems equally difficult.
Example 3.11.The characterization of Grothendieck weights given in Theorem 3.8
boils down to the following straightforward criteria for complete fans up to dimension
3:
1. Dimension 1: A Z-valued function on the fan of P1 is a Grothendieck weight if
and only if it has the same value on both maximal cones.
2. Dimension 2: A Z-valued function g on ∆ the fan of a complete toric surface
is a Grothendieck weight if and only if it is constant on maximal cones, andÿ
ρP∆p1q
pgpρq ´ gpσqqnρ “ 0,
for σ any maximal cone.
3. Dimension 3: A Z-valued function g on ∆ the fan of a complete toric threefold
is a Grothendieck weight if and only if it is constant on maximal cones and,
still writing σ for any maximal cone:
(a)
ř
αă¨β pgpβq ´ gpσqqnβ,α “ 0 for each α P ∆
p1q, and
(b)
ř
ρP∆p2q
´
gpρq ´
ř
ρă¨α
gpαq
2
¯
nρ “ gpσq
´ř
ρP∆p2qp1´
ř
ρă¨α
1
2
qnρ
¯
.
4 Products of Grothendieck weights
Let ∆ be a simplicial fan, and suppose that g1 and g2 in GWp∆q are given. Their
product, as induced by the product on K˝pXq
_ given in Definition 2.2, may be
calculated explicitly via the formula in the next theorem. As in the case of Minkowski
weights, to undertake the calculation one must choose an auxiliary “displacement”
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vector in N which we call v. Then for three cones α, β, and γ, we define mαβ,γ in the
same manner as [FS], by
mαβ,γ “
#
0 if β X pγ ` vq “ H,
rN : Z ¨ β ` Z ¨ γs otherwise.
Though it is suppressed in the notation, we emphasize that mαβ,γ depends on the
choice of v. Recall that for f a formal Laurent series, fr0s denotes the degree 0 piece
of f .
Theorem 4.1. The product weight g3 “ g1 Y g2 is given by
g3pαq “
ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
ÿ
βăδ,ǫ
codimpδq`codimpǫq
“codimpβq
m
β
δ,ǫ
ÿ
δăζ
ǫăη
νδpζqνǫpηqg1pζqg2pηq,
where ναpβq was defined in 3.7.
Proof: We have
δ˚prOV pαqsq “ δ˚pτ
´1
X pτXprOV pαqsqqq,
“ τ´1X
¨˚
˝ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
pδ˚prV pβqsqq
‹˛‚.
By [FS, Theorem 4.2], we may use the mβǫ,δ determined by our generic displacement
vector to decompose each δ˚prV pβqsq, thus obtaining
τ´1X
¨˚
˝ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
¨ δ˚prV pβqsq
‹˛‚,
“τ´1X
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
¨
ÿ
βăδ,ǫ
codimpδq`codimpǫq
“codimpβq
m
β
ǫ,δrV pǫq ˆ V pδqs
‹˛‹‹‹‚,
“
ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
¨
ÿ
βăδ,ǫ
codimpδq`codimpǫq
“codimpβq
m
β
δ,ǫτ
´1
X prV pδq ˆ V pǫqsq.
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But then,
τ´1prV pδq ˆ V pǫqsq “τ´1prV pδqsqτ´1prV pǫqsq,
“
ÿ
δăζ
ǫăη
νδpζqνǫpηqrOV pζqˆV pηqs.
So, by definition (2.2) of the product the theorem follows.
We can use this theorem to show the following proposition and its corollary, which
give some structure to GWp∆q.
Proposition 4.2. Let Σ Ă ∆ be fans. The set of Grothendieck weights on ∆ that
vanish on the complement of Σ forms an ideal in GWp∆q.
Proof: Suppose we have two weights g1, g2, such that g1 vanishes on the cones of ∆.
Then
pg1 Y g2qpαq “
ÿ
αăβ
ÿ
βăǫ,δ
codimpǫq`codimpδq
“codimpβq
ÿ
ǫăζ
δăη
Cα,β,δ,ǫ,
ζ,η
g1pζqg2pηq.
If α is not in Σ, then since α ă ζ and Σ is a fan, certainly ζ is not in Σ. Thus g1pζq
must be 0 for each term in the sum.
Corollary 4.3. The ring GWp∆q is filtered by ideals Ik consisting of functions that
vanish on cones of codimension less than k.
We illustrate Theorem 4.1 by calculating products of Grothendieck weights on
the singular complete toric surface with rays ρ1 “ p0, 1q, ρ2 “ p1, 0q, ρ3 “ p0,´1q,
and ρ4 “ p´2, 3q. We refer to the maximal cone generated by rays ρi, ρj by σij .
Example 4.4.We calculate the product of the following Grothendieck weights:
2c´ d
c b
b` 3c´ 3d
d
a 2z ´ w
z y
y ` 3z ´ 3w
w
x
The first weight has value d on all maximal cones, and the second has value w. To
calculate the product, we need a Riemann-Roch matrix. As detailed in Section 3,
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we require a complete flag. In two dimensions, this is merely the data of a vector, so
we pick the vector p1, 1q. The resulting Riemann-Roch matrix is¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
5
12
1
2
1
2
0 0 1 0 0 0
1
12
0 1
2
1
2
0 0 1 0 0
41
60
0 0 1
2
1
2
0 0 1 0
´11
60
1
2
0 0 1
2
0 0 0 1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
We must also select a displacement vector v which specifies the values of mαβ,γ . If we
choose e.g. v “ p5, 1q, then the non-zero mαβ,γ are m
0
ρ1,ρ4
“ 2, and m0ρ2,ρ3 “ m
0
0,σ34
“
m0σ12,0 “ m
ρ1
ρ1,σ14
“ mρ1σ12,ρ1 “ m
ρ2
ρ2,σ23
“ mρ2σ12,ρ2 “ m
ρ3
ρ3,σ34
“ mρ3σ23,ρ3 “ m
ρ4
ρ4,σ34
“
mρ4σ14,ρ4 “ 1. The resulting weight is
2cw ` 2dz ´ 3dw
cw ` dz ´ dw bw ` dy ´ dw
bw ` 3pcw ´ dzq ´ 7dw
dw
with a value of aw ´ 2bw ´ 8cw ` 9dw ` dx ` 2cy ´ 2dy ` 2bz ` 6cz ´ 8dz on the
origin.
5 Maps to Grothendieck weights
The most straightforward relationship to describe is the map fromMinkowski weights
to Grothendieck weights:
Proposition 5.1. Let ∆ be a complete fan. There is an induced map T : MW˚p∆q Ñ
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GWp∆qQ which sends a weight f P MW
kp∆q to the function g, defined by
gpαq “
ÿ
αăβ
¨˝ ź
ρPβzα
1
1´ e´t
β
ρ
‚˛
r0s
¨ fpβq.
This is immediate from the description of the Riemann-Roch transformation τX :
K˝pXq Ñ A˚pXqQ given in Proposition 3.5, and the isomorphisms between MW
˚p∆q
and A˚pXq
_ when ∆ is complete. More generally, one has a map to GWp∆q from
functions on ∆ obtained from elements of A˚pXq
_.
We compile a few comments about the relationship between Grothendieck weights
and Minkowski weights in the following remark:
Remark 5.2. It is possible to use this proposition to algorithmically calculate the
inverse image under T of a Grothendieck weight. Let g P GWp∆q be a Grothendieck
weight, and suppose that g P Ik. Then, the function on cones of dimension k obtained
by restriction of g is a Minkowski weight: if k is not the least number that this is
true, then g|k is uniformly 0, and if k is the least, then this can be seen by Theorem
3.8, using the fact that νβpβq “ 1. Then, g ´ T pg|kq is an element of GWp∆qQ, and
is in Ik´1. Inductively one obtains T
´1pgq.
It is easy to check that the Riemann-Roch map sends f P MWkp∆q to T pfq “ g P
Ik b Q satisfying g|∆pkq “ f . It is natural to wonder whether, given any Minkowski
weight f P MWkp∆q, there is some g P Ik that satisfies the same equality when
restricted to ∆pkq. This seems interesting because of the following proposition.
For f P MWkp∆q we say that g P GWp∆q lifts f if gpαq “ 0 for codimpαq ă k and
g|∆pkq “ f . Let Fi be the i-th piece of the dimension filtration on the Grothendieck
group, meaning that it is generated by coherent sheaves with support of dimension
at most i.
Proposition 5.3. Let ∆ be an arbitrary fan. Suppose that there exists f P MWkp∆q
with no lift in GWp∆q. Then Fk is not saturated as a subgroup of K˝pXq.
Proof: We have the exact sequence
0Ñ Fk{Fk´1 Ñ K˝pXq{Fk´1 Ñ K˝pXq{Fk Ñ 0.
The long exact sequence obtained after applying p´q_ “ HomZp´,Zq is:
0 pK˝pXq{Fkq
_ pK˝pXq{Fk´1q
_ pFk{Fk´1q
_
Ext1ZpK˝pXq{Fk,Zq Ext
1
ZpK˝pXq{Fk´1,Zq Ext
1
ZpFk{Fk´1,Zq.
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Let us consider the first few terms. pK˝pXq{Fk´1q
_ may be naturally identified with
the ideal Ik of Grothendieck weights which vanish on cones of codimension less than
k, as defined in Corollary 4.3. On the other hand, Fk{Fk´1 is the k-th piece of graded
K-theory, and the map AkpXq Ñ Fk{Fk´1 sending rV s to rOV s is an isomorphism
after tensoring with Q (see [F98, Chapter 18]). Thus, pFk{Fk´1q
_ –MW kp∆q. Thus
the first few terms in the exact sequence become:
0Ñ Ik`1 Ñ Ik Ñ MW
kp∆q Ñ . . . .
Suppose that Minkowski weight f P MWkp∆q does not have a lift. Then Ik cannot
surject onto MWkp∆q otherwise the preimage of f would be a lift. Thus Ext1ZpK˝pXq{Fk,Zq
cannot be trivial. But this group can (non-canonically) be identified with the torsion
subgroup ofK˝pXq{Fk. This being non-trivial is equivalent to Fk not being saturated
as a subgroup of K˝pXq.
When ∆ is complete, GWp∆q also admits a map from PExpp∆q, which is the ring
of continuous functions on ∆ that are given on each cone α P ∆ by an exponential
function in the torus variables. Anderson and Payne showed that this ring is naturally
isomorphic to opK˝T pXq, and thus the map to GWp∆q is induced by the forgetful
map opK˝T pXq Ñ opK
˝pXq. We will require K-theoretic equivariant multiplicities
ǫKp pV pαqq, where p P X
T . These have been recently introduced in [AGP]. They
satisfy
ř
pPXT ǫppV pαqqrip˚pOpqs “ rOV pαqs, where ip˚ is the pushforward in K
T
˝ along
the inclusion of the fixed point p.
Theorem 5.4. Let ∆ be a complete fan. There is a commuting square
opK˝T pXp∆qq PExpp∆q
opK˝pXp∆qq GWp∆q
–
forgetful forgetful
–
where the forgetful map from PExpp∆q to GWp∆q sends a piecewise-exponential
function φ to the limit of the function
αÑ
ÿ
σP∆p0q
ǫKV pσqpV pαqqf |σ,
as the torus parameters approach 0 P N .
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Proof: If φ is our piecewise exponential function, then the corresponding RpT q-linear
function ψ : KT˝ pXq Ñ RpT q can be written explicitly via the projection formula:
ψprOV pαqsq “ ψp
ÿ
pPXT
ǫKp pV pαqqrip˚pOpqsq,
“ i˚XTψp
ÿ
pPXT
ǫKp pV pαqqrOpsq,
“
ÿ
pPXT
ǫKp pV pαqqi
˚
pψprOpsq “
ÿ
pPXT
ǫKp pV pαqqφ|σp,
where σp is the maximal cone corresponding to p.
Then, the forgetful map from opK˝T pXq to opK
˝pXq is induced by the projection
XˆT Ñ X , meaning it is the pullback from opK˝T pXq to opK
˝
T pXˆT q – opK
˝pXq.
Via the identification of opK˝T pXq with RpT q-linear maps from K
T
˝ pXq to RpT q, and
opK˝pXq with K˝pXq
_, the forgetful map sends ψ : KT˝ pXq Ñ RpT q to the linear
function on K˝pXq sending rOV pαqs to the equivalence class in Z of ψprOV pαqsq (see
the appendix of [AGP] for more details). This is the same as taking the limit as the
torus parameters approach 0 P N .
Example 5.5.We apply this theorem to the toric variety X with fan ∆ in N “ Z2
generated p˘1,˘1q. In this case, a generating set for PExpp∆q over RpT q for is given
by the following functions:
11
1
1
1´ ex´y1´ ex`y
0
1´ e2x
0p1´ ex`yqpex ´ eyq
0
0
01´ ex`y
0
1´ ex`y
The images of these weights are the following Grothendieck weights.
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11
1
1
1 11
1 1
00
0
0
2
´11
´1 1
00
0
0
2
00
0 0
00
0
0
´1
10
1 0
We go through the calculation for the piecewise exponential function at the
top right: since the equivariant multiplicity of a point is just 1, the value of the
Grothendieck weight on any maximal cone is just the value of the piecewise expo-
nential function at 0. For the function we are considering this is 0. For the ray ρ
generated by p1, 1q, V pρq is a P1, and at the fixed point corresponding to the maximal
cone σ generated by p1, 1q and p1,´1q the character on the tangent space is y´x, so
the equivariant multiplicity is 1
1´ex´y
, by [AGP, Proposition 6.3]. At the other fixed
point of V pρq, the character is x´ y, and so the multiplicity is 1
1´ey´x
. The value of
the Grothendieck weight on ρ is then the limit of 0
1´ey´x
` 1´e
x´y
1´ex´y
as x and y approach
0, which is 1. Similarly, one gets that the value of the Grothendieck weight on the
ray p1,´1q is ´1. The balancing conditions for Grothendieck weights determine the
values on the other rays.
For the cone t0u, we will require the equivariant multiplicities ǫppXq. Since X
is singular at each fixed point, we can compute the equivariant multiplicity at the
fixed point p corresponding to σ by resolving, e.g. by adding the ray p1, 0q, and then
summing over the new fixed points which map to p. One gets
ǫppXq “
1
p1´ eyqp1´ ex´yq
`
1
p1´ e´yqp1´ ex`yq
“
1` ex
p1´ ex`yqp1´ ex´yq
.
Let the “bottom” fixed point be q, and the “left” one be r. Then
ǫqpXq “
1` e´y
p1´ ex´yqp1´ e´x´yq
,
ǫrpXq “
1` e´x
p1´ e´x´yqp1´ ey´xq
.
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By the last theorem, α must be sent to the limit of
p1´ ex´yqp1` exq
p1´ ex`yqqp1´ ex´yq
`
p1´ e2xqp1` e´yq
p1´ ex´yqp1´ e´x´yq
`
p1´ ex`yqp1` e´xq
p1´ e´x´yqp1´ ey´xq
,
as the torus parameters approach 0, which is 2.
In fact, this example shows:
Corollary 5.6. There exists a complete toric surface with a vector bundle with no
finite length resolution by T -equivariant vector bundles.
Proof: The example showed that there exists a complete toric surface X with fan
∆, such that PExpp∆q does not surject onto GWp∆q. Thus, the forgetful map from
opK˝T pXq to opK
˝pXq is not surjective. Since vector bundles induce linear forms on
coherent sheaves by tensor product followed by pushforward to a point, there is a
commutative square:
K˝T pXq opK
˝
T pXq
K˝pXq opK˝pXq
.
We know from [AP, Proposition 7.4] that the bottom map is surjective. Comparing
the two ways of traversing the diagram, one sees that the map K˝T pXq Ñ K
˝pXq
cannot be surjective. This proves the corollary.
6 Scho¨n subvarieties
We recall some definitions from [Te]: Let Y be a closed subvariety of T :“ pC˚qn,
and suppose that X is a toric variety partially compactifying T , with fan ∆. Let Y
be the closure of Y in X . The variety Y is called a tropical compactification of Y if
the natural map Ψ : T ˆ Y Ñ X is faithfully flat and Y is complete. We call X the
ambient toric variety. If Ψ is also smooth, then Y is called scho¨n. In this case, [Te,
Theorem 1.4] ensures us that Y is regularly embedded in X . In this case, the sumř
i“0p´1q
irTori
OX
pOY ,F qs is well-defined for F a coherent sheaf, and so defines a
element rOY s X ´ in K˝pXq
_.
Definition 6.1.Let ∆ be the fan corresponding to X . Let gY : ∆ Ñ Z be the
Grothendieck weight associated to rOY sX´. We call gY the associated (K-theoretic)
cocycle.
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Different tropical compactifications of the same scho¨n subvariety induce classes
in different ambient toric varieties, which are compatible. To make this precise, we
describe some functorial maps of Grothendieck weights:
Lemma 6.2. If φ : U Ñ X is an open T -equivariant inclusion of toric varieties,
then there is an induced pushforward on Grothendieck weights, which is extension
by 0. If φ : Xp∆
1
q Ñ Xp∆q is a proper toric birational morphism, then there is an
induced pullback of Grothendieck weights which sends g P GWp∆q to the map ∆
1
Ñ Z
sending α
1
P ∆
1
to gpαq for any α P ∆ such that rel.int.pαq X rel.int.pα1q ‰ H.
Proof: The first case follows immediately from the fact that the natural induced map
φ˚ : K˝pXq Ñ K˝pUq is simply given by restriction. The second case follows if we
can show that for φ a proper toric birational morphism, the kernel of φ˚ : K˝pX
1
q Ñ
K˝pXq is generated by elements rOV pα1qs´ rOV pα2qs, indexed — where we denote the
fans of X
1
and X by ∆
1
and ∆ — by triples pα1, α2, βq P ∆
1
ˆ ∆
1
ˆ ∆ satisfying
rel.int.pαiq X rel.int.pβq ‰ H.
Let ψ
1
: Z∆
1
Ñ K˝pX
1
q send eβ to rOV pβqs, define ψ : Z
∆ Ñ K˝pXq analogously.
Then we have the diagram
Z∆
1
Z∆
K˝pX
1
q K˝pXq.
ψ
1
ψ
φ˚
Then, given α P ∆
1
and β P ∆ satisfying rel.int.pαq X rel.int.pβq it is well-known
that φpV pαqq “ V pβq. By standard results on vanishing of higher direct images
of proper toric morphisms (see, e.g. [CLS, Chapter 9]), this implies φ˚prOV pαqsq “ř
i“0p´1q
irRiφ˚pOV pαqqs “ rφ˚pOV pαqqs “ rOV pβqs. Thus, if we define a map xφ˚ :
Z∆
1
Ñ Z∆ to send eα to eβ, the following diagram commutes
Z∆
1
Z∆
K˝pX
1
q K˝pXq.
ψ
1
xφ˚
ψ
φ˚
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Then we have the commutative diagram
kerpψ
1
q kerpψq
0 kerpxφ˚q Z∆1 Z∆ 0
0 kerpφ˚q K˝pX
1
q K˝pXq 0
? 0,
ψ
1
xφ˚
ψ
1
ψ
φ˚
where ? is just the cokernel of ψ
1
: kerpxφ˚q Ñ kerpφ˚q. By the snake lemma the
sequence
kerpψ
1
q Ñ kerpψq Ñ?Ñ 0,
is exact. Over Q, we know by the Riemann-Roch isomorphism τX : K˝pXqQ Ñ
A˚pXqQ that kerpψ
1
q is generated by e.g. expressions obtained from setting rφ´1p0qs “
rφ´1p8qs for different T-equivariant maps φ : X
1
Ñ P1 — this is already known
for A˚pXqQ by [FS]. These expressions pushforward under φ˚ to the set of rela-
tions generated by rφ´1p0qs “ rφ´1p8qs for φ : X Ñ P1 by the projection formula,
so kerpψ
1
q Ñ kerpψq is surjective, and ? must vanish. Thus, we know also that
kerpxφ˚q Ñ kerpφ˚qmust also be surjective. Since kerpxφ˚q is generated by expressions
eα1 ´ eα2 for α1, α2 varying as in the statement of the lemma, kerpφ˚q is generated
by rOV pα1qs ´ rOV pα2qs as well.
Corollary 6.3. Let Y be a scho¨n subvariety of T and Y1 and Y2 two tropical com-
pactifications in toric varieties X1 and X2. Consider the function rgYi : NQ Ñ Z
induced from gYi by sending x P rel.intpαq to gYipαq, and sending x not in any cone
in ∆ to 0. Then rgY1 “ rgY2.
Proof: Given any two tropical compactifications Y1 and Y2 in toric varieties X1 and
X2, one can find a third Y3 by taking the closure of Y in X3 the toric variety induced
by common refinement of the overlap of the fans of X1 and X2. The resulting toric
variety will a proper birational morphism onto T -invariant open subsets of X1 and
X2, which is an isomorphism on T . Additionally the fan of X3 will contain TroppY q,
and so Y3 will be a tropical compactification, whose associated cocycle can be related
to the cocycles of Y1 and Y2 by maps as described in the previous proposition.
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Example 6.4.The moduli space of genus 0 curves M0,n can be identified with
pPzt0, 1,8uqn´3. This can be realized as a scho¨n subvariety of pC˚qp
n´1
2
q´1, by [Te].
We recall the explicit description of the tropicalization of M0,n given in [GKM].
The abstract moduli space of tropical rational curves M0,n is the set consisting of
all connected trivalent metric trees with n leaves p1, . . . , pn. Let Qn be the quotient
of Rp
n
2q by the image of Rn under the map sending pa1, . . . , anq to pai ` ajqi,j. Then,
one has a map from M0,n to Q
n which sends C to pdistppi, pjqqi,j. This map is in
fact injective, and its image is the support of a rational polyhedral fan. This can be
identified with the tropicalization of M0,n, and the associated (non-compact) toric
variety X provides a tropical compactification of M0,n, which can be identified with
the Mumford-Knudsen compactification M 0,n. Since the restriction of M 0,n to each
T -invariant subvariety of X is a rational variety, the associated cocycle is just the
constant function 1 on all the cones of TroppM0,nq.
We can use the associated cocycle of Y to calculate some of its invariants. Suppose
that the ambient toric variety X is complete and E is a vector bundle on X .
Definition 6.5.Let the function gE : ∆Ñ Z which sends α to χprE|V pαqsq be called
the associated cocycle of E.
Note that the function gE is a Grothendieck weight by definition. Then the
following proposition is formal, but it allows us to reduce computation of Euler
characteristics on a variety which is not necessarily toric, i.e. Y , to computations of
Euler characteristics on toric varieties.
Proposition 6.6. If E is a vector bundle on a complete ambient space X, the value
of gY Y gE on the cone t0u is equal to χpE|Y q.
Proof: Since the ambient toric variety X is complete, the rings GWp∆q, K˝pXq
_,
and opK˝pXq are all isomorphic. Along this identification, gY corresponds to the
opK˝pXq class pr´bL
O
X
1
Lf˚OY sqf :X1ÑX , and gE corresponds to pr´bOX1 Lsqf :X
1
ÑX .
The product in opK˝pXq is merely composition of endomorphisms for each f : X
1
Ñ
X , so the composition of these classes is pr´ bL
O
X
1
Lf˚OY bO
X
1 Esqf :X1ÑX . The
K˝pXq
_ element is then χp´bL
OX
OY bOX Eq. To get the value of the Grothendieck
weight at t0u, we simply evaluate this linear form on the structure sheaf of V pt0uq “
X , i.e. the class rOXs. But χpOY bOX Eq “ χpE|Y q.
Inspired by the fact that a piecewise linear function (tropical Cartier divisor) on
a tropical variety gives rise to a tropical cycle, e.g. [AR], we come to the following
proposition, with our notation as earlier in this section.
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Proposition 6.7. Let ∆ be complete, and let F be the forgetful map from PExpp∆q
to GWp∆q. Let I be the ideal of piecewise exponential functions on ∆ vanishing on
TroppY q. Then F p´q Y gY defines a map from PExpp∆q{I to the ideal of functions
in GWp∆q supported on TroppY q.
Proof: Let g P I. By Lemma 6.2, we may assume that ∆ is smooth by pulling
everything back to a smooth refinement. The subfan TroppY q in ∆ defines a T -
invariant open set U in X which is also a toric variety. By assumption, γ restricts
to 0 on TroppY q, so its corresponding opK˝T pXq must restrict to 0 on U . Since X is
smooth, there is an isomorphism between KT˝ pXq and opK
˝
T pXq, via the map sending
rF s to χT pFq. Additionally, there is a localization exact sequence which says that
classes which pull back to 0 on U must be the pushforward of some class on XzU .
But gY evaluates such classes to 0 since it is supported on TroppY q. This shows that
I must map to 0, so F p´qY gY descends to a map from PExpp∆q{I to GWp∆q. The
image must land in the ideal of Grothendieck weights supported on TroppY q because
gY is in this ideal.
Example 6.8.On TroppM0,nq, there are certain Z-valued functions Ψk called tropical
Psi classes. These can be viewed as Minkowski weights on any toric compactification
of X , whose corresponding Chow classes restrict to classical Psi classes on M 0,n.
In [KM], the authors found equivariant Chow classes fk on compactifications Xk
of X whose corresponding non-equivariant classes restrict to
`
n´1
k
˘
¨ Ψk. The com-
pactification Xk has maximal cones generated by
`
n´1
2
˘
´ 1-element subsets of vi,j
for ti, ju P rnsztku. Gathmann and Markwig define fk as the piecewise polynomial
function on the fan of Xk determined by
fkpvi,jq “
#
0 i or j “ k
1 otherwise.
For a line bundle on a toric variety, the (equivariant) chern class will be a piecewise
linear function. One can obtain the equivariant operational K-theory class of the
line bundle by exponentiating this piecewise linear function. Thus, one may obtain
the associated cocycle of the cotangent line bundle Lk on M 0,n by computing the
image of expp fk
pn´1
2
q
q in GWp∆q.
For n “ 5, the associated cocycle gLk is the Grothendieck weight sending a cone
β to codimpβq ` 1. By implementing Theorem 4.1, we calculated using Sage that
pgLk Y gM0,nqpt0uq “ χpLk,M 0,nq “ 3.
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β coefficient of rV pβqs in τXpXq coefficient
of rV pβqs in
τXpV pρ1qq
t0u 1 0
ρ1 1{2 1
ρ2 1{2 0
ρ3 1{2 0
ρ4 1{2 0
α12 1{4`1{2pp´cd`afq{p´ce`bfq`p´ce`bfq{p´cd`afqq 1{2
α13 1{4` 1{2pp´bd` aeq{pce´ bfq ` pce´ bfq{p´bd` aeqq 1{2
α23 1{4` 1{2ppbd´ aeq{p´cd` afq` p´cd` afq{pbd´ aeqq 0
α14 1{4`1{2pp´ce`bfq{pp´ce`bfqx`pcd´afqy`p´bd`
aeqzq`pp´ce`bfqx`pcd´afqy`p´bd`aeqzq{p´ce`
bfqq
1{2
α24 1{4 ` 1{2pp´cd ` afq{p´p´ce ` bfqx ´ pcd ´ afqy ´
p´bd ` aeqzq ` p´p´ce ` bfqx ´ pcd ´ afqy ´ p´bd `
aeqzq{p´cd` afqq
0
α34 1{4`1{2pp´bd`aeq{pp´ce`bfqx`pcd´afqy`p´bd`
aeqzq`pp´ce`bfqx`pcd´afqy`p´bd`aeqzq{p´bd`
aeqq
0
σ123 pa
2b` ab2 ` a2c` 3abc` b2c` ac2 ` bc2q{p24abcq 1{4`1{2pb{c`c{bq
σ124 ´p1{p24cpa ´ pcxq{zqpb ´ pcyq{zqqqppa ´ pcxq{zq
2pb ´
pcyq{zq`pa´pcxq{zqpb´pcyq{zq2`pc2pa´pcxq{zqq{z2`
pc2pb ´ pcyq{zqq{z2 ´ pcpa ´ pcxq{zq2q{z ´ p3cpa ´
pcxq{zqpb´ pcyq{zqq{z ´ pcpb´ pcyq{zq2q{zqz
1{4 `
1{2p´pc{ppb ´
cy{zqzqq ´ ppb ´
cy{zqzq{c
σ134 ´p1{p24bpa´pbxq{yqpc´pbzq{yqqqyppb
2pa´pbxq{yqq{y2´
pbpa´ pbxq{yq2q{y ` pa´ pbxq{yq2pc´ pbzq{yq ` pb2pc´
pbzq{yqq{y2 ´ p3bpa ´ pbxq{yqpc ´ pbzq{yqq{y ` pa ´
pbxq{yqpc´ pbzq{yq2 ´ pbpc´ pbzq{yq2q{yq
1{4 `
1{2p´pb{pypc ´
pbzq{yqqq ´ pypc ´
pbzq{yqq{bq
σ234 ´p1{p24apb ´ payq{xqpc ´ pazq{xqqqxppa
2pb ´
payq{xqq{x2´papb´payq{xq2q{x`pa2pc´pazq{xqq{x2´
p3apb ´ payq{xqpc ´ pazq{xqq{x ` pb ´ payq{xq2pc ´
pazq{xq´papc´pazq{xq2q{x`pb´payq{xqpc´pazq{xq2q
0
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